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Who We Are
Allegiant Virtual was founded in October, 2019 by Michael Hutton, Chief
Executive Officer. It exists for several purposes, one of which is to provide the
best Allegiant brand to be found in the flight simulation world.
Allegiant Virtual, established in 2019, is an official VA Partner of the VATSIM
Network, that seeks to simulate the operations of a real world airline to
include real world routes and associated aircraft type. We are not associated
with any real world airline yet loosely mimic the operations and service of an
airline through commercial flight simulation software. We are a worldwide
virtual airline community composed of real world pilots and aviation
enthusiasts. Allegiant Virtual embraces a culture that is about having fun
while learning about aviation and commercial airline flight operations.
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Tutorial Overview
In this tutorial we will be going over the start up procedures of the
Airbus A320 family. This document will go over everything from starting
the batteries to ready for pushback. This includes, initial start up,
configuring the overhead, setup of the FMGS, and final checks before
pushbacks. Follow along with a copy of your allegiant virtual checklist!
The checklist that will be completed are “Before Start down to the line”
as well as “Before Start below the line.”
The checklist can be found at;

https://www.flyaay.com/checklists.php
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“Waking the Aircraft”

-When getting to the aircraft your overhead should appear as shown

-Start by turning on both batterier, 1 &2, they are both boxed in red
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-If EXT power is available, you should see a green avail light in the red
box shown, by pressing that you should see many lights turn on, and the
EXT power will go blue and say ON

-Now, let’s run through our flows, they go from left to right, bottom to
top. We will start on the side outlined in red. Press the crew supply
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button, it should go black, then turn on your GND CTL, it should give a
blue ON light, now move all three ADIRS switches to NAV as shown.

-We will now set up the middle of the overhead. Turn your nav lights on
to position 1 or 2. Turn your no-smoking sign to auto, and arm the
emergency exit lights next to the no smoking sign. You can now turn
your fuel pumps on as well.
-That concludes the flow, if there are any white lights remaining push
them till no white lights remain. Now we will dive into the MCDU and
look at the FMGS system.
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Programming the MCDU

-Now let’s get into the FMGS system. Start by pressing the INIT button,
once there fill in all the fields applicable to your flight. On R2
pushbutton put your ORIG/DEST, for this flight it’s KLAS to KIWA. Then
in the L3 button, put the ATC flight number, for Allegiant that’s AAY#.
On L5 put the cost index, the cost index is on your OFP, Allegiant
typically uses 25. Below your Cost Index insert your cruise altitude, for
this short flight it’s only FL290, but to enter it but 290.
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-On the right side of the INIT page there is a IRS INIT, click into to align
your ADIRS. All you have to do is press ALIGN ON INIT and confirm it.

-By clicking the right arrow while on the INIT A page, it will bring you to
the INIT B page, where you will enter your weights, entering the weights
differs on which developer made the aircraft. Most you should be able
uplink or press WEIGHT BOARDING. Otherwise you’ll have to enter your
ZFWCG/ZFW and your BLOCK fuel.
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-Now press the F-PLN page. It should bring you here.

-Press the left side of your departing airport, it’ll let you choose a
runway, then a SID (if available), and then a transition off the SID (if
available). Now press insert. It is now in your flight plan.
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-This is what it should look like with the departure information in.

-The same is done for your arrival airport. Choose the approach with the
runway, as well as the STAR and STAR transition.
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-Now you should point to the airport. Make sure there are no orange
colored points.

-Hit the PERF page and it will show this page. Enter the flap setting for
departure which flap 1 for most cases, you also can select your derate
takeoff temp, I chose 42 for this flight.
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-On the left side in the top 3 rows, put in your V-Speeds. They depend
very heavily on weight and current weather conditions. The way to get
V-Speeds depends on which aircraft you are flying, check the manual of
your aircraft to see how to retrieve them.

-We now want to set up the autopilot. Make sure the SPD, HDG, ALT, and
VS are dashed with a dot, that means it is being managed by the aircraft.
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-Lets start the APU now, to do that, press the APU MASTER SW on the
overhead. Then press the START switch below, they both should show a
blue ON.

-When the APU is on, the start switch will go green and say AVAIL, turn
on the APU BLEED and now you can start your engines!
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